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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE
Do you love your job? It would be great if everyone could say yes, but maybe even more
important is being able to say, “I love my colleagues.”
They are the people we see almost as much as we do our own families ,the ones who notice
when we are killing it, when we are stuck, and when we have gotten a new haircut. I love
marketing people because they tend to take the job seriously, but learns to let themselves
loose too!
We work with the public everyday, we are serious about our clients and our obligations to
our retailers and we are committed to growth, but at the end of the day we like to share a
laugh over a rude customer or debate on a white board if pineapples go on a pizza or not!
Motion magazine was created over 1 year ago to highlight who we are when we are not “on
the clock.” Our company culture is amazing, but we also want to showcase it!
This month, as we say goodbye to triple temperatures, we have a final hoorah! An End Of
Summer BBQ is all planned out for you in this issue from food, to drinks, fun activities, to
what to play!
As we continue to learns more and more about each other we also learn who has a 25+ shoe
collection and how we can achieve those goals too!
Whether you read this magazine because you are apart of our team or you are reading because
you want to be apart of, just know learning about our forward movement makes us happy
to work in a place like this!
Looking forward to autumnWhether you read this magazine cuz you are apart of our team or
you are reading because you want to be apart of, just know learning
about our forward movement makes us happy to work in a place like this!
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FOOD FACTS WITH CARLEY
PICKELS

6 Fantastic Health Benefits of
These Delicious Cucumbers!

EASES NASEAU
AND MORNING
SICKNESS

CURES
MUSCUALR
CRAMPS

HAS
PROBIOTIC
BACTERIA

CAN LOWER
BLOOD
GLUCOSE
AFTER MEALS

OFFERS
ANTIOXIDANTS AND
NUTRIENTS

MAY HELP
FIGHT SPLEEN
CANCER
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+ BURGERS

+ NIMBLE NECTAR

+ POOL HORSE

+ SOLO - CLEAN BANDIT

+APESHIT - THE CARTERS

+ POWERGLIDE - RAE SREMMURD

+ BRISKETT

+ SWEET TEA

+ MARCO / POLO

+ BODY - LOUD LUXURY

+ GODS PLAN - DRAKE

+ WALK IT TALK IT - MIGOS

+ BRAUTS / HOT DOGS

+ LEMONADE

+ CORN HOLE

+ RISE - JONAS BLUE

+ IN MY BLOOD - SHAWN MENDES

+ NEVERMIND - DENNIS LLOYD

+ CORN

+ SPARKLING WATER

+ GIANT JENGA

+ GIRLS LIKE YOU - MAROON 5

+ THUNDERCLOUDS - SIA / DIPLO/
LABRINTH

+ THIS IS AMERICA - CHILDISH
GAMBINO

+ GRILLED ROMAIN

+ VODKA SODA

+ WATER VOLLEYBALL

+ HAPPY NOW - ZEDD
+ BETTER NOW - POST MALONE

+ UNDER PRESSURE - LOGIC

+ BOO’D UP - ELLA MAI

+ JACKIE CHAN - TIESTO

+ LOVE LIES - KHALID & NORMANI

+ YOUNGBLOOD - 5 SECONDS OF
SUMMER

+ WATERMELON
+ JALAPENO POTATO SALAD
+ COWBOY CAVIAR
+ ICE CREAM SANDWICHES

+ BOURBON
+ STRAWBERRY MARGARITAS
+ MOJITOS

+ BASKETBALL
+ SWIMMING RACES
+ DIVING / CANNON BALL
COMPETITION

+ I LIKE IT - CARDI B
+ NO BRAINER - DJ KHALED

S H AN E’ S S H O E S

Britt j. (B) sits down with Shane L.
(S) to learn more about his passion
for fashion and how one can become
a “Sneaker Head.”
Yes, “Sneaker Head” is areal thing.
Collecting, reselling, showcasingthe art of sneaker owning is at a
whole new level!
B: When did you start collecting
sneakers? And why?
S: I started collecting around my
freshman year (of highschool).
I started to collect because my family
couldn’t afford alot.
I got my first job at Wendy’s when I
was 15 1/2, had to get a work permit
from my highschool, and started to
buy them.
B: Wow thats quite a long time!
How many pairs are you up to now?
S: Currently, right now, I have 26
pairs.

“I hope my collection continues to grow and I
will be able to enjoy it for a long time.“

WHEN WE FIRST
LEARNED ABOUT
SHANE’S SNEAKER
COLLECTION WE HAD
TO HEAR THE STORY
BEHIND IT!

WHAT GUY HAS A
BIGGER COLLECTION
OF SHOES THAN A
GIRL?

SHANE L. THAT IS
WHO!

B: I am sure you have outworn a
few over the years, but do you have
a favorite pair?

S: My favorite pair right now is my
Texas Longhorns Nike Free 5.0
Flywires.

What do you hope will come from
all of this collecting? When do you
think you will ever stop?

B: Okay, what about a pair on your
wishlist?

S: I hope my collection continues to
grow and I will be able to enjoy it for
a long time.

S: I want to collect all the Jordan
cement styles and all the Jordan retro
3’s.
B: Jordans, yes! My cousin’s were
obsessed with the latest pairs coming
out growing up for sure. But how do
you keep up? Where do you like to
window shop or purchase?
S: Alot of my collection came from
online, different websites and of
course always following the brands
to see what styles are coming out.
But, some of it came from the Nike
outlets and the store Guess List in
the Arizona Mills Mall in Tempe,
AZ.
B: Gotta love that outlet shopping!
I know for me a favorite sneaker
shop I frequent is Manor in Uptown
Phoenix. This small boutiqure features artist collabs and the latest
trends in footware and accessories from brands like Herschel and
Adidas.

B: Can’t Stop! Won’t Stop!
Sounds lke an osession, but I can
relate, I love shoes!
Anthing else you want to add?
Anything you want future Shoe
Shane to know?
S: The only thing I would add is I
bought ny daughter her first pair at
1 1/2 and she loves them (haha).
B: That’s amazing! I was nick names
Amelda Marcos when I was little
because of the shoe collection I had
before I could walk.

